
 

GLOBALEX JOURNAL: BIRDSPEED X BOB NOSA 
By Birdspeed 

 
3.3.18 - 1st Impressions 
 
Bob-Nosa and I have been in contact already so I know that we are both eager to see where this                    
opportunity may lead us. When I first saw Bob - Nosa’s work I was immediately aware of the                  
painful rhetoric embedded in his art that is shared by people of colour and felt a deep resonance                  
concerning my work. I do not know what motivates him but there is a powerful message I am                  
seeing behind the paintings and what I am excited about is exploring the darkness that is initially                 
presented. Like my poetry, the message seems obvious at times, but I’m very sure there is a lot                  
more than meets the eye. People often think that it is very easy to do what I do, they think it’s                     
just about making a few body shapes and writing a bunch of sentences based on social                
commentary that sounds good together. However, this couldn’t be far from the truth because              
within every single word or rhythmic gesture there is a thought process, a spiritual journey and a                 
whole heap of research. So, though I don’t know Bob- Nosa I have a feeling that behind every                  
brush stroke there is a complex web of thought and emotions. I could be wrong, but as a black                   
artist I already know you are playing with fire to make a conscious decision to portray something                 
so emotional presented in a way that is unlikely to be received in the same welcoming manner                 
compared to other art which is created for “feel good” purposes.  
 
9.3.18 - 1st telephone conversation 
 
First of all I would like to say “thank you” to Globalex, because when you are so immersed in                   
your art and often met with challenges protesting the political energy of your work you often                
become lonely. So, now I have started a dialogue with Bob-Nosa I am very grateful to have                 
found that there is another artist going through similar adversities despite them being on the               
other side of the world. What was apparent was that we both felt a              
responsibility as artists to challenge corruption and bring to light          
serious subjects that others are unaware of, or are aware of but the             
topic may no longer be  a “hot talking point.”  
 
So having established what is paramount in our art and what drives            
us we talked about our hair. Our locs. Locs globally are connoted            
as a rebellious hairstyle so it is interesting that our personal style            
also plays a part in how we represent our art. Bob-Nosa noticed my             
style and commented on how Western fashion is more likely to be            
accepted as “high fashion” just like African art was never “high art”            

 



 

or part of “high culture.” Bob - Nosa then introduced me to the idea that many West Africans                  
would rather forget he fashions of their heritage because the West deems these fashions to be                
“unfashionable.” It dawned on me during this part of the conversation that both of our styles are                 
literally “unfashionable” and only become acceptable in the mainstream when “cool” and            
“trending.” Our dynamic takes on our art may become a refreshing showcase in the West, but                
eventually “pretty” paintings will take precedence and people will feel more comfortable hearing             
a specific rhythmic pattern or synchronised structural dance motif. Maybe. 
 
We then continued to talk about art being a “weapon”, a “defensive mechanism” but also an act                 
of uniting people. One of the most beautiful things about our conversation was the realisation               
that although we are so far apart we are experiencing the same effects of colonialism, racism and                 
elitism. Not to mention I was fascinated and disturbed from hearing the extent to which this is                 
happening in a place my ancestors may well have come from.  
 
Since finding out about the enslavement of African people in Libya Bob- Nosa has sought to                
push the boundaries of his work to remind people about the horrors which are still very prevalent                 
in the modern world. He feels very strongly about continuing down this theme to use as part of                  
the project and I think that though his work may seem literal I think that my job could be to bring                     
his work to life and assist in transcending people further into the darkness. On people’s reactions                
to his work, it is clear that some truths are too disturbing for some and on the other hand there is                     
also a desensitisation to traumatic subjects. Language allows me as a poet to engage with the                
audience by creating narratives in a unique way and will perhaps allow me to personalise the                
subjects in Nosa’s work so they do not appear to be too abstracted or dance into the abstraction                  
which encourages the audience to have the desire to understand more. The most important thing               
is that we care about what is going on and both feel responsible to do something about it.  
 
Though I have never done a poem about slavery per se, I have drawn upon the history of the                   
Transatlantic Slave Trade as references in my work and often talk about the new bondage and                
branding that black people may find themselves to be a part of. Notions of branding and                
commercialising blackness as a commodity can be found everywhere in the west which I myself               
have been a victim of and use my own personal stories in my work. Therefore, it will be a                   
challenge in my work to discuss physical bondage which I have never witnessed, I will need to                 
do as Toni Morrison once said which is to unlock a “spiritual” memory .  1

 
Words which stood out in the conversation that I would like to explore:  
 
Disturbing, Challenge, Rebellion, Responsibility, Alien, Protest, Shackles, Locs  

1 Morrison,T. Memory and Meaning, University Press of Mississippi, 2014. 

 



 

10.3.18 - Some Poetical Thoughts I Had  
 

 Bob Nosa told me  
“I really like Bob Marley his songs are sung inside me.” 

I went to Jamaica I saw Bob Marley’s face on 
Everything 

Literally everything 
I saw his face painted on rocks and toilet covers 

Songs of freedom still play 
I saw this in Negril 

The place where the celebrities go 
The hustlers  

The grand hotels with swimming pools 
When there is a beach next to the swimming pool 

Private beaches 
Rocky patches left for locals  2

I told Bob- Nosa Bob Marley lives on 
His voice lives on 

And his message can be found 
Somewhere 

I told Bob - Nosa  
“I dance to West African drummers that’s my heartbeat.” 

He hears Africa 
Everywhere 

Literally everywhere 
He saw skin bleaching 

He saw people cast their eyes away from his work 
He saw the crumpled faces as they saw a reflection 

Eyes are averted often 
Attentions are elsewhere 

And sometimes  
Somewhere 

Someone misses a beat 
And we all know its a sin 

For a black to be discordant 
 

 

2 Before starting this project I had recently taken a trip to Negril, Jamaica and wanted to draw on similarities with 
my experiences there and the topic of my conversation with Bob- Nosa.  

 



 

11.3.18 - “Light” Reading  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When looking for inspiration I often delve into my books which has always been my sanctuary                
as an artist. Both books focus on the process of freedom; one from the physical Transatlantic                
Slave Trade and the other from the effects of colonialism and the importance of self love.  
 
(Hochschild, Bury The Chains: The British Struggle to Abolish Slavery, London: Pan Macmillan             
Ltd, 2005) 
Capturing the public's attention to put pressure on the government to recognise injustice is a               
common method used by activists. Hochschild explains how the British people’s imagination            
was roused and how the horrors of slavery could not be easily put to rest due to the protests,                   
publications, and most importantly real slave narratives which were fundamental to the            
abolitionist movement. Slave narratives were specifically written to not only provide a sense of              
agency but move the audience with a level of clarity that would best appeal to them and unite                  
them. Hence why Frederick Douglass’ biography (1845) was so well written and styled in a               
distinctive upper class tongue because he had to be able to speak to the people who had the                  
power to ultimately end the atrocities.  
When I think about my role as an artist I do have to remember my audience and acknowledge                  
that although certain things will never be palatable (because slavery is not meant to be a happy                 
subject), the audience still needs to get the message.  
 
I also thought about history itself and reflected on how the stories of the slave trade in Libya                  
have already been abandoned. It seems it does not take much for the public to be outraged but                  
the real battle is sustaining that level of concern. They say “we” should “get over slavery” but                 

 



 

it’s still happening and what is worse is that everything the West holds dear is a result of black                   
labour. 
 
(Arogundade, black beauty, London: Pavilion, 2000)  
Though featuring mainly African American popular figures, this book focuses on photographs,            
sculptures and paintings throughout history that show blackness in a beautiful and positive light.              
Its purpose is to provide an uplifting message that blackness is beautiful but this notion is very                 
much suppressed by Western ideology. It is very difficult to see your people being held captive                
and this book (in relation to the project) encouraged me to think about how blackness is                
“captured” (literally and photographically). 
 
I was inspired mostly by the imagery that showed black figures in the darkness with their skin                 
reflecting the light, this powerful imagery was a narrative in itself. I will be paying close                
attention to the way Bob- Nosa captures blackness, his choice of colour palette and how he                
portrays captured skin.  
 
I am in the early stages of my project and trying to just dive into relevant sources to become                   
inspired and find extra inspiration and ideas.  
 
12.3.18 - 2nd Telephone Conversation 
 
During this conversation Bob Nosa and I began by speaking about our experiences doing protest               
art and the various receptions we have received by audiences over the years. There are many                
challenges we have both had to face as artists by creating pieces that may be controversial and                 
pull people out of their comfort zones. It is not necessarily a deliberate attempt to be                
“rebellious,” but more of a response to create a “defensive weapon” towards a painful reckoning.  
We had a talk about the different types of slavery there is and the multitude of places I could                   
expand from as reference points. Though Bob - Nosa’s work is quite graphic I want my art to                  
paint a bigger picture to show a greater story behind an image of sorrowful souls. And, if                 
possible encourage the audience to take a journey through the art rather than it stopping at one                 
image. I want to basically encourage the audience’s mind to travel when they receive a visual                
image of slavery, after all there is a story behind every picture and it is more than just a memory.  
 
I was asked to show Bob - Nosa my artwork from back in the day when we talked about his                    
actual painting process. Bob showed me his blank canvas which was actually very important              
because I was privy to seeing and hearing the very beginnings of how he works. He does not                  
force his work but rather lets his imagery develop naturally. For him it springs from energy and                 
raw emotion which is similar to how I write my poetry. It is very difficult to just start a poem or                     
a dance if there is no motivation or emotional charge to encourage you.  

 



 

 
We then spoke about references and how even though there may be no original we can take                 
references from artists and people we admire and use it to our advantages to make something                
new. We talked about famous painters, musicians, dancers who have used references to make              
their own iconic style or embed facets of other people’s works to enhance their own identities.  
 
We then finished the conversation talking about other reasons why the modern slave trade in               
Libya had hurt Bob - Nosa on a personal level. Not only is it because black people were enslaved                   
(demonstrating that even after the abolition of the slave trade there are still great hurdles to                
overcome) but many of the currently enslaved Africans are from Benin City situated in the               
Kingdom of Benin, Bob - Nosa’s homeland. This knowledge effected and resonated with me,              
and encouraged me to think about the ancestral voices of Africa. The Kingdom of Benin is                
different to The Republic of Benin which was actually the former Republic of Dahomey, both               
play an important role however in my art. It has always been a dream of mine to attend the                   
voodoo festival and witness the epic spiritual movements that happen on the shores towards the               
passage their kin were taken. Bob - Nosa and I spoke of the Oba of Benin, Oba Ewuare II and                    
his efforts to stop human trafficking. We also spoke of the powerful curses that are inflicted onto                 
those who demonise the innocents of Africa. The latter part of our conversation gave me the                
idea to use my interests in African Spiritualism as a focal point or undertone to my piece. I                  
wrote a performative piece called Birdspeed’s Curse (October, 2017) which referred to the obeah              
used in the West Indies as a source of empowerment for the slaves, so this time I will be draw                    
upon these themes, searching further back into my history but also understanding these practices              
carried out in the present.  
  
Words which stood out in the conversation that I would like to explore: 
 
Challenge, Benin, Oba, Curse, Raw, African Spiritualism, “Benin” as an idea, Kingdom, 
Homeland, Power, Ancestral  

 
 

 
 
  

 



 

15.3.18 - Songs of Freedom 
 

Rain pounds on the pavement  
Crowds clap their hands out of sync to the music  

As sporadically as the water  
Then  

On Stage 
Wail the sounds of freedom and unity 

The steel railings clatter 
The glass cups smash and tinkle 

Doors randomly open  
Footprints stick to the gritty floors  

But  
On Stage 

I also hear the wails  
The reverb drowns out the noise 

Leaving a message  
A love message to people’s spirits  

All that is important  
Is the wail  

Through the forest the trees stay silent to allow the birds to hear their own thoughts  
Out of respect  

The universe seems still  
To allow the vibrations to dissolve within you  

I become the message 
The wail and leave the silence through the backdoor where it belongs 

When the songs of freedom are sung silence is frightening  
And every movement someone makes  

Every rattle of every chain 
Every clink of glass 

Becomes a love note to humanity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

17.3.18 - Freelance Artistic Director 
 
I have been working recently as a freelance artistic director for a few international artists.               
During my time with them I discussed stage presence. Reflecting on this part of my work I                 
thought about the ancestral presence that may linger as a performer. Is it something that can be                 
called upon? Is it always there? Can I truly be alone on stage?  
 
22.3.18 - Spoken Word Audience 
 
This evening I received a standing ovation at my spoken word performance in Bath. I spoke                
about the importance of opportunities which allow people to speak their unique narratives and              
equality for all. I was moved by how much the audience was moved and how much my words                  
meant to them. After the event many people approached me talking to me about how they felt                 
inspired to write more and to practice art for the sake of catharsis. Even if only one person was                   
touched by my message, it would have still proved that by using platforms to carry a message                 
greater than the artist someone could really benefit and feel motivated towards more positive and               
progressive thinking. I have always felt that I have an important role as an artist in the                 
community and I am pleased of the constant reminders that my voice really can make a                
difference.  
 
27.3.18 - Black Bird Fly  
 
Yesterday night I performed a one woman show I had been working on which unites storytelling, 
poetry and dance.  
 
“Using a traditional form of storytelling featuring dance and spoken word, Birdspeed, a young 
black British superhero recounts true tales of her childhood in Barbados as she ventures through 
the scary world of popular culture.  By overcoming objectification, racism and total stupidity 
Birdspeed learns how to fight…and how to fly.” 
 
I received high accolades after the performance but most importantly I felt a real sense of                
accomplishment having been brave enough to tell my narrative after having been silenced for so               
long. Reflecting on the Globalex project I am in a unique position to shed light and provide a                  
voice for those who cannot. I can orate and dramatise a piece that brings new life into Bob -                   
Nosa’s art, making the characters emerge as not just figures in history but people alive today                
who are being dehumanised. I also must acknowledge that I very much dislike it when people                
speak for others when they have no right to. For example; I became very agitated on hearing a                  
young Chinese woman in America speak about what it means to be a black woman, it hurt, it                  
truly felt as if I were being boxed in. I have to make sure that my voice is authentic and yet still                      

 



 

my own, I must be weary that the narrative I create will be personal, but I must do my research                    
when referencing the plight of others. I do not know what it means to be shackled physically but                  
I can refer to themes such as neglect, trauma, racism, violence and excessive abuse. Basically,               
storytelling is of the utmost importance to me and I want to do right by this project.  
 
29.3.18 - More Impressions  
 
Bob - Nosa paints with acrylics which means that he uses layers and a multitude of painting                 
techniques. Acrylic paints do not even have to be manipulated by paintbrushes as the texture is                
thick enough to be used on any surface. I think on my next discussion with Bob - Nosa I will                    
talk to him about the process of the painting itself, what kind of strokes he uses, which colours he                   
uses and mixes. I believe these details can make a huge impact on my poetry and dance                 
movement.  I will also be doing some more in depth research on the situation in Libya. 
 
30.3.18 - (Quakenbush, The Libyan Slave Trade: Here’s What You Need To Know, Time              
Magazine,  December 1st 2017) 
 
I am currently reading an article on the Libyan slave trade. 
This article has no reference to the Transatlantic Slave Trade.  
There are many numbers, claims, reports and small quotes.  
An auctioneer can reportedly be heard saying “Big strong boys for farm work”  
I am browsing over a few more articles around the same time which also do not refer to the slave                    
trade. Big strong men used as cattle. Rape. Thousands fleeing for freedom. Millions enslaved.              
Blacks being auctioned off.  
Why is there no reference to the Transatlantic Slave trade? 
 
I am also thinking about my reactions 
I am sick and disturbed by the images. But. I am not surprised. I am not surprised that I am not                     
surprised.  I feel this is too familiar. 
Is it possible to feel familiar about an unfamiliar situation? 
 
There is hope.  
Some are being flown back to Nigeria. 
The UN is having “meetings.” It is now the 30th March. What became of these meetings since                 
December 1st? 
 
 
 

 



 

5.4.18 - (BBC News, Migrant Slavery in Libya: Nigerians Tell of Being Used as Slaves,               
December 2nd 2017) 
 
This article featured brief interviews and stories from Nigerians in Benin City who had been held                
captive. They talk about their wrists being tied with barbed wire. I can immediately reference               
Bob - Nosa’s work in gruesome details such as these. Not only is this helpful to construct my                  
poetry but my dance too. Also the immense compassion and empathy I feel for these people. I                 
want to reach out to them.  I want to hold out my hands.  
 
Words and quotes which stood out: 
 
Barbed wire, red eyes, sniffling, skinny, swollen 
 
“Sometimes I wonder if Libya is of this Earth” 
“I want to plead…” 
 
8.4.18 - (Plaut, Libyan slave markets are a reminder that the exploitation of Africans never               
went away, News Statesman, 21st February 2018) 
 
Finally a reference to the past and this article also finally refers to the barbaric practice as                 
“chattel slavery.”  

 
“Discussing slavery within Africa is, it seems, an uncomfortable subject, not least because of the 
potential in a digital age for a nuanced discussion to be used as an excuse to let the West off the 
hook. Liverpool’s otherwise excellent International Slavery Museum skims over the mention of 
slavery on Africa’s East Coast. How many schools explain that for five thousand years African 

slaves were captured in wars or raids and marched along the Nile, across the Sahara or 
transported over the Red Sea and Indian Ocean to Asia?” 

 
“What is required is a wholehearted campaign by African leaders to name, shame and impose 
sanctions against their fellow heads of state who continue to tolerate this practice. Until Africa 

as a whole acts, the scourge of chattel slavery will continue to blight the lives of its people.” 
 

In my opinion knowledge brings awareness, awareness brings moral outrage, moral outrage            
brings pressure, pressure brings change. It is also my opinion that part of an artist’s job is to use                   
their passion to bring out the passion in others. I am not looking to ensure the audience has a                   
specific reaction, or to feel anything at all. I cannot control minds. Before I do anything however                 
I must have my facts correct before taking another step.  
 

 



 

12.4.18 - The UN 
(Brennan, Humans for sale, Libyan slave trade continues while militants kill and torture             
with impunity, UN Says, Newsweek, 21st March 2018) 
 
According to the UN the Libyan government is in complete disarray and therefore the situation is                
not going to be under control and stopped altogether until (as the last article proposed) the                
governments basically get their acts together.  
Order and Disorder, Chaos.  This is something I think i might want to bring into my work. 
I want to translate this into energy.  
 
15.4.18 - 3rd Conversation  
 
I asked about Bob - Nosa’s creative processes, which I would sum up as immersive. He                
explained he does not “paint, but creates art” and uses all that is around him in a “non repetitive”                   
manner. I asked him about the types of materials he uses and how he likes to carry out his work.                    
He says he does “what he feels like and what feels natural at the time.” So he may paint on the                     
floor, use a paint roller, the other side of a paint brush, conventional and non conventional. Bob                 
- Nosa also mentioned unconventional materials as well as techniques, like scratching and “sun              
and air” which is used to dry the paint. I was most inspired by this from the conversation                  
because it encouraged me to think about the other elements that help to shape a piece, rather                 
being confined to focusing on conventional ways to create art. I explained to Bob - Nosa that I                  
feel I would be doing the project a disservice if I wrote the poetry piece like I would a more                    
conventional Western style poem. He agreed that the process of creating my final work should be                
as immersive and captivating as the piece itself. Now that I understand Bob - Nosa’s techniques                
and processes more I can use this to manipulate my words and movement and perhaps imagine                
what words and movement would be like if they were scratched and dried by the sunlight.                
Basically, I want the artwork to be a part of my language and even if the audience does not                   
understand various aspects of my work they will feel it and hopefully feel engaged. Bob - Nosa                 
is currently moving into a different studio where he will begin the art and we will go over our                   
ideas and what we have accomplished so far then.  
 
 
 
16.4.18 - Scratch 
 
I thought about the concept of an idea itself and how you may only be able to just scratch at the                     
surface of something from only knowing part of the story. Hidden messages and multifaceted              
layers. Scratching could also relate to the sounds chains make against iron, the sound of nails of                 
skin in response to confusion and discomfort. 

 



 

 
17.4.18  - Outward Bound  
 
I will be travelling to New York on the 8th May - 25th May to take part in storytelling and                    
spoken word performances. My Globalex schedule has not been impacted as I will still have               
time to focus and practice for my other ventures, as well as dedicate good time to finishing this                  
commission. I still plan to create the bulk of my piece over the next three weeks. I feel I have                    
enough information from the subject and my partnered artist to start playing around with the               
ideas already noted. Even while in New York I will be using any inspiration around me, for                 
example, when visiting museum exhibitions and hearing live spoken word.  
 

18.4.18 - Starbucks  
 

Black coffee beans punched into the machine  
Steam pressed with a white smoke whistling  

Brown fluids swished in a white trademarked cup 
Green for money  

Green for commodity 
Green for an earth that doesn’t belong to everybody 

With a white face on the front smiling gleefully 
She has a crown  

Queen of the franchise that loves idleness 
Sit in an interior that is modelled on a library 

A library? Oh the irony! 
A library is a public space  

A public space  
Where one can acquire knowledge for free 

Black and trespassing 
Black and waiting 

Black and doing what the white man is doing 
Black people are not coffee beans 

To be pressed, diluted and stirred to serve as you please  
Aromatic roasted coffee beans  

Raptured to provide the West with energy 
I don’t feel like drinking coffee today 

Rum will do just fine 
 
 
 

 



 

20.4.18 - Studio 1  
 
Having discussed the different ways in which Bob - Nosa actually makes his art pieces I wanted                 
my dance session today to play with embodying these techniques. My movement inspired some              
words and some words in turn inspired some movement. I only have limited time in my hired                 
rehearsal space so it is important to go in with a game plan, then let the creativity take control. I                    
chose 2 images of Bob - Nosa’s that had interesting textures and techniques that could really                
inspire some interesting motifs. 

 
(the human merchandise in Libya 2017, 2018)  
With this piece I responded to the watercolour texture for the body            
and the harsh brush strokes that surround the body. So I imagined            
maybe barbed wire, sharp objects attacking sensitive skin.        
Aggravating and coarse materials scraping against a soft material.         
The way the body absorbs into the paper, I performed movements           
that resembled a dense liquid submerging into the floor. The          
harsher black paint seems to be a thick overcoat that does not vanish             
but entraps the lower surface. My body changed from being strong           
to soft.  
 
 

 
(Stranded immigrant,  2015) 
What really caught my attention with this piece was the bubbling           
effect in the background. As if the world is decaying around the            
figure. And the figure itself was not only decaying but almost,           
rotting from the inside, moulding. There are many layers yet there           
is almost a sense of transparency. So this time my movements           
were based on a dissolving sensation in the body. My movements           
started from my core (like the empty space in the picture) and I             
imaged other feelings like what if my body was to vanish, or            
transform from a decaying world. I imagined my skin to be           
bubbling, and imagined what it would be like for dance to bubble.  
 

This session was structured into roughly 2 minutes of dance choreography without repeating             
sections. Over the next month this choreography will be manipulated with the poetry but I now                
have choreographic starting point to accompany the work I have already done.  
 
 

 



 

24.4.18 - Invited and Uninvited  3

 
The Commonwealth 

Invited  
Needed 
Invited 

War torn Britain  
Nazis defeated  

The enemies who sought a pure race 
The enemies who sought a pure race 

Keep Britain White  
Smeared on the walls of a church 

No Blacks  
No Polish 
No Jews 
No Black 
No Black 
Invited 

Pavements lined with gold  
The gold that was  

The gold that once belonged to 
Wealth Uncommon 

That wind blew a lot of hot stinking air  
And in the meantime 

Rushed your real intentions off course 
Black multiplied 
Hatred intensified 

Never welcomed with open arms 
Never thanked either 

Never thanked for the past  
And will never be thanked for the future 

Abandoned  
Uninvited  
Uninvited  
Deported 

The next time you ask  

3 The trials and tribulations of the black community are ever ongoing… There was recent news about the deportation 
of members of the Windrush generation.  I would very much like to find a way to incorporate this into my piece to 
signify that the mistreatment of black people is happening consistently across the globe.  

 



 

How about we don’t bother 
We remember those who said no 

Forced into labour 
Invited  

Uninvited 
Needed  
Unloved  

No Blacks  
No Blacks  
No Blacks  

Send them back 
 
25.4.18 - Studio 2  
 
These images are from the human merchandise in Libya 2017 (series), 2018 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Today was all about specific shapes. This time I chose three of Bob- Nosa’s works which caught                 
my attentions shape wise. I played with spacial awareness also and choreographed myself within              
a tiny restricted cube as if I was boxed in like figures on the paper. I thought what if the space                     
around me wasn’t infinite but the shapes of these figures.  
My shape choreography session resulted into roughly 1 ½ minutes of choreography.  
 
26.4.18 - Thoughts on “Guilty Verdicts” on crimes against… Everyone else... 
 
For anyone to be found guilty on a crime against a marginalised group there must be video                 
evidence, voice confessions and of course physical evidence of the victim. To scream is not               
enough and to feel like you are the victim is not enough. And of course even when that happens                   

 



 

this is a “special case”, with “special circumstances.” Atrocities are committed on a daily basis               
and presented to us regularly on the news, yet there are certain crimes which are never in the                  
news for long. Forgotten as quickly as the last sensation that came before that, and before that,                 
and before that. 
 
Bill Cosby has just been found guilty. I have just been in a debate about “slut shaming”,                 
accusing women of being “gold diggers” and of course who use of the word “whore” when are                 
woman says she has been raped. I have many things to of course say but, for the purposes of this                    
project something very interesting came out of this conversation… Denial. Several videos went             
viral on the slave trade in Libya… But people still see nothing. Photographs show the lynchings                
of black people… But people still see nothing. “Keep Britain White!” was spray painted last               
year in my town in Wiltshire… But people see nothing.  
 
In my opinion people will always see nothing until they see themselves.  
 
28.4.18 - Akala’s The Ruins of Empires (BBC 2, 2018) 
 
Situating “the self” in pieces which: travel through time, are located in different places, focus on                
different peoples and cultures can be a difficult task. However, it is necessary in some pieces                
because (as Bob- Nosa and I discussed in previous talks) we are all responsible for each other                 
and our present situations are the result of something that has happened elsewhere. For example,               
even the laptop I am using to write this journal on, the mineral components were likely mined                 
from the Congo and perhaps from slave labour (Kelly, The Guardian Newspaper, 2016). 
Also in my opinion bringing the self into the topic can bring a personal element which will                 
potentially be more engaging for the audience, relatable and effective. We often go through our               
lives isolated though we are so connected and being able to think about yourself in relation to                 
other is actually something I feel many people have lost touch with. In a way, though slavery is                  
the most dehumanising act, by putting yourself in a position of defiance and conscious thought is                
a humanising process that may actually put an end to such struggle.  The importance of art. 
 
So this evening, I watched Akala’s mixed media presentation on the rise and fall of empires in                 
history. It was interesting to see him put himself at the focal point throughout the piece, criticise                 
humankind but also evaluating history from his own personal perspective. I was most intrigued              
by the section when he discussed his empathy and imagining himself as the other subjects of the                 
story. His poetical journey travelled but existed through a clear and unique vision. As this is a                 
similar form of expression I am trying to accomplish, seeing this style of performance realised               
was inspiring and thought provoking.   
  
 

 



 

29.4.18 - Structure  
 
I am beginning to think about the structure of the performance. I am always adamant to never do                  
one type of art than the other I would like both to be interconnected. If I dance too much before I                     
speak I may find myself to be out of breath, but being out of breath and my body feeling                   
exhausted isn’t necessarily a bad thing. In one of my performative poems I am deliberately               
active to be breathless as this is part of the performance. Restless energy can provoke feelings of                 
agitation and tiredness. All of these things can help with the performance to display the write                
emotions.  
 
30.4.18 - The Bristol Old Vic 
 
Today I can confirm I will officially be sharing the finale of my work at the Ujima Presents                  
showcase to be held at The Bristol Old Vic on the 10th June 2018. My final performance piece                  
will be roughly 10 minutes in total. I hope my work is as thought provoking as my experience. I                   
think that this space is important as members of the black community have often felt excluded                
from these places. I feel more motivated to share this narrative in such a historically “white”                
venue. 
 
1.5.18  - Sound:  A Conversation with Myself  

 
I have started thinking about whether I might like musical accompaniment.  
Also… 
I don’t feel it necessary to use 100% English words…  
(4 minutes later)  
I have just contacted Bob - Nosa because I have decided I want to use a West African language. 
His native tongue is Bini, Edo is a general term. It was the main language spoken in the Benin 
Empire so I think this will be a good choice.  On our next Skype session hopefully he will be 
able to help me with the pronunciation. 
(2 minute later) 
My voice could behave as sound.  
(2 minutes later) 
Okay, using other languages/ dialects relates directly to this project as an international piece but 
also puts pressure on the point that every person is the result of many people, many events in 
history. I suppose it may also become a reference to the black British identity and Stuart Hall’s 
notion that “identity is not fixed” (Hall, 1992). 
(5 minutes later) 
Drummin, obviously. But no, drumming is maybe too literal.  
So? What’s wrong with drumming? The ancestors speak through drumming no? 

 



 

What about drumming and sounds that aren’t music? 
I could turn the non music into music if I do spoken word over it 
I could do a track and create a track of sound and that can also give me musical cues 
But now how do I want to structure the narrative 
What kind of performance am I doing?  
 
2.5.18  - Studio 3 
 
Today I focused on shadows and dark spaces. I thought about being haunted and shadows.               
Some of Bob- Nosa’s painted figures seem like shadows more than people. My exercise for               
today was to do simple movements and then to change the characteristics of the movement.               
What would this movement look like happy, what would it look like sad. A sad movement does                 
not necessarily mean slow, it could mean performing the movement lower to the floor or               
performing the movement upside down. I even danced with my own shadow. The shadow could               
even have represented my past. Dancing with the past. When I perform as a soloist I feel as                  
though I am never truly solo but that the ancestors are dancing with me so I am never truly alone.  
 
3.5.18 - English to Bini Translation  
 
I am haunted / We are haunted - Te azemwe kpokpo/ Te azima kpokpo 
 
I call upon my ancestors - Idatie enikaro 
 
No tears for me? - Ai mie ne ogha viemwe 
 
Take me home - Rhie mwe gharhiowa 
 
Curse you - Inen ore owue 
 
Am I more of a liability than an asset?  - Omwa esi mekhin ra omwa dan? 
 
4.5.18 - Studio 4 
 
Today was my last dance session before I travel.  Today I danced to sound.  I danced to a variety 
of things using motifs I have been choreographing.  
I moved to the sounds of war  
I moved to the sound of drumming  
I moved to silence 
I moved to the sounds of interviews with former victims  

 



 

I then stopped abruptly during my session realising… 
I was moving only to the sounds of men.  
 
 
5.5.18 - Voices of Women  
 
Yesterday I came to the realisation that in all of the articles I have read, interviews I have heard.                   
It has been overwhelming male. Male voices. Even Bob - Nosa is a man so surely this                 
collaboration would also be beneficial by bringing a female voice. I have read articles about the                
rape and enslavement of Nigerian women from the Boko Haram crisis to the Libyan slave crisis                
and I feel it is my duty as a black feminist to ensure these voices and a woman’s perspective are                    
heard in my presentation. Also for more personal reasons (which I need not go into) I feel I                  
would be doing myself an injustice if I didn’t bring in femininity to this performance. I looked                 
back at the first 3 pages of interviews with Libyan slaves, not a single female unless it is a female                    
reporter. Why am I having to search so hard? This in itself is a point that needs to be addressed                    
in my work.  Lost voices. No. Not lost. Bloody well ignored.  
 
10.5.18 - Draft Part 1  
 
I wanted to start by writing about the subject/s of the paintings and my relationship to them. Here                  
I am drawing on my personal afflictions and questioning society’s responsibilities. I am also              
describing the body as a performance which characterises the dance and imagery of Bob - Nosa’s                
work.  
 

I reach out my hands out of instinct  
But this act of kindness resembles more a snake than a guardian 

Now you are so used to mankind destroying your spirit for no reason 
How foolish we are to ignore the primitive  

To ignore the soul’s needs of compassion and giving a damn 
 

When a tear falls and a body crumbles  
The soul still has a chance of standing unless the moral fabric of society collapses 

I see so little of myself in humankind 
Hope crushed as heavy as the stomp of an elephants hoof  

My spirit is a hideous shadow  
There is a thick pollution that has seeped into my reality 

I am scratching against the air 
And transparent to suffering 

There is a dense trail of black lava that coats the surface of a black subject already objectified 

 



 

Te azemwe kpokpo/ Te azima kpokpo 
 

Point me in the direction of your hopeful place so that I may help you get there  
These two hands seem frail but I may yet show you what the limbs of an African body can do  

These monsters branded our skin to be monstrous  
So look upon my monstrosity as something sacred 

For you would not covet an object that meant nothing  
 

11.3.18 - Draft Part 2 
 
I wanted to have a spiritual part of the poetry that reflected an angry reaction and an initial                  
response to the footage of the slave trade and how black skin is treated in general. I did not want                    
to be too literally about every emotion or thought because I want to physically be able to present                  
that in my dance. I wanted to make sure there was a dialogue between the movement and the                  
poetry. Also I want there to be a moment of reflection on the practice itself. Spiritual facets of                  
black culture are so moving and powerful yet black people oppressed often find themselves              
powerless to external forces. I want this to be addressed and I even want to have a moment                  
where I question power itself. Are the ancestors even listening? How strong are we really as a                 
nation? These are questions which many people will ask during times of suffering. 
 

Idatie enikaro! 
Now as my fingers extend may the spirits who are most useful clasp at the other end  

I know you wisps of the obeah do play the fool in the King's court  
Idatie enikaro! 

Having heard the curse of the Oba 
My heart beats a raw liquid thicker and charged with ions ready to melt the iron that shackles  

Stronger than the loyalty these ancient traditions have for the blood of my own 
 

Spiritualism so powerful surely we should have been protected? 
 

 
14.5.18 - 4th Conversation 
 
In this conversation I started to learn Bini and Bob - Nosa briefly went through the scale of the                   
piece which he says will be 3ft by 3ft. He explained that he wants the piece to be very powerful                    
and overshadow everything. Over the course of the next few weeks we will be mostly in contact                 
via Facebook messenger where he will send me an update on the painting.  
 
 

 



 

15.5.18 - Draft Part 3 (Many Voices) 
 
Part of this challenge for me was being able to bring the images to life. Reflecting on my work so                    
far I think it may connote too much strength and empowerment so I want to make sure that                  
perhaps at the end or at the very beginning as well (so a full circle) I focus on the fact that though                      
the oppressed may use the tools they have to find liberation the human is very fragile and                 
vulnerable. I want to show the stages of human behaviour and emotional frailty, I think it is                 
important this piece is multi dimensional so it addresses the complexity of the human spirit. I                
was also thinking about who I am speaking to and addressing. Sometimes I may be talking to                 
the victim, sometimes I may be talking to myself, sometimes I may be talking to those in power,                  
sometimes to the audience. I think it will be interesting to mix this up. This will further cement                  
the thoughts Bob and I share on responsibility and the concept of “Everywhere.” The idea that                
life is intersectional and isolation is not necessarily a reality because we are all who we are                 
because of each other.  
 

A belly so swollen  
A skin so torn 

Disaster collapsed into a heap of isolation  
Dust is worth more than the nothing they have left 

Rhie me gharhiowa 
 

 
24.5.18 - Hair Cut 
 
I cut my locks off. I wanted to include this in my journal because at the beginning I talked about                    
the importance of identity, and in the middle I referred to how            
identity is fluid. Chopping off my hair made me think about           
cycles, regrowth and rebirth. (Fundamental aspects of African        
spiritualism.) I have undergone what black women refer to as          
the “Big Chop” before but it was an interesting experience to           
do it again as an adult. Though having locks symbolised          
rebellion, because a few we getting weak from a poor          
foundation cutting all my locks and starting again was an act of            
liberation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

25.5.18 - Preview  
 
I saw some of the piece Bob - Nosa has done. There are new textures like ink running down the                    
bodies like the figures are being washed away. The background is a muddy sand colour with the                 
outline of skulls and there is a lot more vibrant colours in this than I was expecting. This is                   
definitely a positive because it relays a vibrancy that I would like to include in my performance.                 
There are two prominent figures in the art. One is upside down and the other is upright and                  
appears to be speaking out or protesting perhaps. There is not just one thing to focus on. I see                   
chaos in his painting, but it is almost as thought the subjects of the paintings are trying to make                   
sense out of their environment. The skulls are in focus but yet though their eyes are wide they                  
are barely visible. Even the person who appears to speak out has red eyes here so I wonder how                   
much they can see. I am aware that Bob - Nosa has not finished yet but I am confident that this                     
will be a very successful collaboration and we are translating each other’s thoughts into our art.  
 
26.5.18 - Extension  
 
I want to see if I can make my poetry part of the sound. Interact with my own thoughts. There                    
must be a way where I can talk to many people at once, without having to play so many                   
characters. I want to interact with the painting but I want the subjects of the painting to seem                  
interactive as well. I am thinking about the skulls and wondering if the skulls may represent not                 
only spectators but a powerful entity as a spectator as well.  
 
27.5.18 - Accompaniment  
 
I have downloaded some resources to convert various files to MP3 files. to really situate the                
piece. I am now able to use extracts from the same news sources on the slave trade in Libya. I                    
have also figured out how to include M4a which means being able to use my own voice without                  
having studio equipment.  
 
28.5.18 - Finalising the soundtrack 
 
I am now trying to edit the poem and sounds within the time frame of 10 minutes. There was a                    
funny but very poignant moment in the news today where a racism was being addressed and the                 
news reporter moved on hurriedly to talk about the royal wedding. I think this would be a great                  
way to end my piece because I want to reflect on how quickly we become distracted and portray                  
how the news about… Well any stories about the suffering in the black community dies down                
very quickly to make way for the next story. Also the performance is fast approaching and I                 
want to situate the piece in real time as opposed to saying this is about the past so it is less                     

 



 

relatable. Oppression has never stopped so I really want to reflect continuity. Not to mention               
paintings are still and my job is to bring about movement.  
 
29.5.18 - Costume  
 
I don’t just want to wear a standard dance outfit or a literal representation of the art with similar                   
figures painted onto material. I would like to create a costume that symbolises my role as a                 
concerned onlooker, but my close bond/ ties with the subject matter. The person in Bob Nosa’s                
painting (who seems to be speaking out) wears white, white is also the main colour associated                
with African spiritualism ceremonies. I would like to embody textures into my outfit as well.               
Perhaps strands of African fabric that could also symbolise slashes of paint, and of course West                
African fabric would be a direct reference to the location of the piece and African Diaspora.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 



 

9.5.18 - Costume Completed  
 

 
The base colour for the costume is white. As stated before           
white is a significant colour in voodoo ceremonies and carries          
distinct symbolism regarding life and death.  
 
The textures on the leotard were created using strips of African           
fabric which were hand sewn on. These textures were a direct           
reference to the painting and the processes used to create the           
surfaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To allow continuity into the skirt a small slit was created and            
loops were attached to the slit to allow more African shreds to            
be weaved in.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

11.5.18 - Performance 
 
The performance went very well and I received a tremendous amount of support and positive               
feedback. After performing I was grateful to hear that many dialogues were taking place at the                
theatre based on the subject of my performance, so I am confident that each person was able to                  
take something meaningful from the experience. I have noted various quotes from audience             
members. I hope that the dialogue continues and I do feel I was able to bring Bob- Nosa’s art to                    
life. After the performance I spoke about his paintings and provided a brief explanation about               
the collaboration. On reflection I think that I could have perhaps used part of the dialogue I had                  
with Bob - Nosa as part of the performance discussing his opinions on the subject. However,                
this may have resulted into another type of performance and I really wanted to focus on the                 
greater picture, and as you will see in the poem (below) the process and collaboration should                
have been articulated within the piece itself.  
 

AUDIENCE FEEDBACK 
 

“I think it is very true that people move on from bad events and it is sad that we are so easily 
forgetful about everything that happens.  I loved the way you ended your piece because it’s so 

true.  I actually felt guilty because I do want to switch off.” 
 

“I was so moved and what you were saying about the ancestors was so touching.  I think we 
always want to know that someone is around so we don’t feel alone.  It was brilliant!” 

 
“I actually forgot about the slave trade in Libya until this performance. I really haven’t thought 
about it but the way you worked in the Windrush generation was so well done because black 

people all over have to deal with a lot of struggle.” 
 

“ Not only did you bring people to life but you created a story that travelled across the Atlantic 
which was really clever.  I liked your use of spoken word and dance and news clips.” 

 
“ Really powerful piece.  Really intense.  Even the dance was telling a story.” 

 
“English isn’t my first language and I couldn’t understand everything but I really felt from your 

actions and performance that pain.  I didn’t get everything but at the same time I did get 
everything.  There was a language I could understand and I followed everything.” 

 
“I like how something kept happening.  It wasn’t just one story it was many stories and it was all 

taken back to the same place and everyone was asking and questioning the same things.” 
 

 



 

“The bit at the end was funny and so true.  It made me think about Grenfell and the fact that 
people only start caring when it’s mentioned. So thank you for that.” 

 
“I liked the way you mixed humour with something so serious. It wasn’t overdone.  I wanted to 

laugh with you but I mostly wanted to cry and then I felt so moved and captivated during the 
dance.  And I think you actually said no one is captivated by a monster but I was paying attention 
to the way you told the story which in turn made me reflect on how we look at oppressed people. 

I am white so I will never know what it’s like to feel that way but it was really interesting and 
well thought out.” 

 
“I agree with everything you said.  One thing happens and we forget about it and move onto the 
next thing.  But so much is going on so how can we really process what is happening.  And we 

are constantly being diverted.  The attention always moves away from black people at the end of 
the day.” 

 
“That ending was so necessary and so true. The whole performance was amazing but I get what 
you’re saying that it’s almost like what’s the point if we are just going to pay attention to things 
like the royal wedding when other things are more important.  Obviously good news is good but 

while that was happening black people were being deported who helped build this country.”  
 
 
 
  

 



 

FINAL POEM- WHERE ARE MY ANCESTORS? 
 
(The performance is a mix of audio, sounds, live spoken word and dance. Bold - Live Speech) 
 

(Begins with news reports, details on Libyan Slave Trade) 
 

Unless the moral fabric of society collapses 
When a tear falls and a body crumbles  

The soul still has a chance to thrive 
But I fear we may be too late  

You know black people are in trouble when an African in Africa asks to go home 
 

I do not recognise my spirit in humankind 
What monstrosities do I see when I look upon the figures in the box? 

I reach out my hands out of instinct  
But this act of kindness resembles more a snake than a guardian 

 
This reality is not of this earth 

And I wonder if this suffering happens anywhere else in the universe? 
 

These limbs have been reaching out for so long they have become lifeless 
Hope crushed as heavy as the stomp of an elephant’s hoof  

Maybe I do see myself  
And my spirit is a hideous shadow  

 
There is a thick pollution that has seeped into my reality 

The ether is corroded with the chattering of demonic thoughts  
All the tears dribble back into mother nature  

 
(Sounds of Crying) 

 
Scratching against the air transparent to suffering 

There is a dense trail of black lava  
It coats the surface of a black subject already objectified 

Omwa esi mekhin ra omwa dan?  
Wretched creatures 
Not just the slaves 

But those who shackled them 
And those who saw them shackled and watched obediently 

 



 

Ihen ore owue! 
Te azemwe kpokpo/ Te azima kpokpo 

Ghosts have no power if they are not seen 
Te azemwe kpokpo/ Te azima kpokpo 

 
Primitive I shall be  

If I am but a possession then let me be possessed  
May a new world gather under my dress 

It gnaws on the consciousness that I thought would take me home 
The surface boils to a rough energy that makes the earth seem tame 

 
Idatie enikaro! 
Idatie enikaro! 

 
Where are my ancestors!  

 
Idatie enikaro! 
Idatie enikaro!  

(Repeat) 
 

(Ocean Sounds) 
 

A conscious ritual takes place in the minds of the captives and their offspring 
Broken bones still carry a thick residue no matter how poison  

These two hands seem frail but I may yet show you what the limbs of an African body can do  
How ironic that my people have become artefacts to the West but meaningless to each other  

May the structure of myself materialise into a being that hangs with purpose 
Dare I love you too much that you should be disturbed by an ugly reflection 

I am not responsible for the world but the world is responsible for my rebellion  
These monsters branded our skin to be monstrous  
So look upon my monstrosity as something sacred 

For you would not covet an object that meant nothing  
 

As a creature of the earth I cry resembling those who are not worthy of a freedom 
As I extend my fingers may the spirits who are most useful clasp at the other end  

I know you wisps of the obeah do play the fool in the king’s circle  
For another crisis looms and soon the liquor will run dry  

I heard the curse of the Oba 
My heart beats thicker liquid 

 



 

Charged with ions determined to melt the iron that shackles  
So I challenge you to be my minions in a Queen's sanctuary  

Unclot the hearts of the wicked and be my accomplice 
Your presence is too light your waves are too gentle  

So summon a monsoon in the seas that stole you 
 

Broken skeletons eroticised sweeping dust from the earth  
Descending into rich soil bargaining seeds for rich fruit  

Breadcrumbs transformed to bloodstains  
My soul only belongs to that which I cannot see but feel 

Mother Nature gives birth to a thunderous parade of ecstasy  
 

(Drumming Solo 1) 
 

Is that all? Did you not know I am a descendent of the strongest? I would like to make a 
bargain.  

 
(Drumming Solo 2) 

(Sounds of a Slave Trader) 
 

All the eyes still stare  
The figure is chained to an inhumane position  

 Red bulging eyes  
Ai mie ne ogha viemwe?  

There is too much stillness for this body to be living 
No screams are left  

I know they want to plead  
But pleading is useless in this situation 

The only bargains that can be made are between life and death  
There is a distant sound of the auctioneer  

But much closer are the sounds of scrapes of barbed wire on skin  
No one is captivated by a captive  

Who cares for a creature who scratches at sun and air like a mad man  
Stifled by sweat that appeared from anxiety alone 

Tormented by a beetle that ticks each time a new wire is bent  
It folds into and out of the skin 

And this person wonders if they are made of a matter they can understand  
A belly so swollen  

A skin so torn 

 



 

Disaster collapsed into a heap of isolation  
Dust is worth more than the nothing they have left 

Rhie me gharhiowa 
Why else would an African in Africa say “Take me home”? 

 
(Interruption Windrush) 

 
For heaven sake!  

Where are these ancestors I am calling on! 
Have black people been crying for redemption wrong? 

Where are my ancestors? 
Are you still not ready to appease the people still fighting for justice? 

Where are you? 
I reach out my hands out of kindness 

But this act of kindness resembles more a snake  
Where are my ancestors? 

 
(News Broadcast - Well that’s the latest on suffering in the black community now let’s get the 

latest news on the Newly Married Couple live from Windsor Castle! John!) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


